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Guide to Organisation Design
Organization design is part of every manager and
leader's job: attempting to understand and improve
how organizations function through creating or
adjusting of roles, processes, and structures.

Organization Design
This second edition is a leader's concise guide to the
process of creating and managing an organization
that will achieve competitive advantages and be
poised to respond effectively and rapidly to customer
demands.

Designing Organizations
Conquer the most essential adaptation to the
knowledge economy The Fearless Organization:
Creating Psychological Safety in the Workplace for
Learning, Innovation, and Growth offers practical
guidance for teams and organizations who are serious
about success in the modern economy. With so much
riding on innovation, creativity, and spark, it is
essential to attract and retain quality talent—but what
good does this talent do if no one is able to speak
their mind? The traditional culture of “fitting in” and
“going along” spells doom in the knowledge economy.
Success requires a continuous influx of new ideas,
new challenges, and critical thought, and the
interpersonal climate must not suppress, silence,
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ridicule or intimidate.
Not every idea is good, and yes
there are stupid questions, and yes dissent can slow
things down, but talking through these things is an
essential part of the creative process. People must be
allowed to voice half-finished thoughts, ask questions
from left field, and brainstorm out loud; it creates a
culture in which a minor flub or momentary lapse is
no big deal, and where actual mistakes are owned
and corrected, and where the next left-field idea could
be the next big thing. This book explores this culture
of psychological safety, and provides a blueprint for
bringing it to life. The road is sometimes bumpy, but
succinct and informative scenario-based explanations
provide a clear path forward to constant learning and
healthy innovation. Explore the link between
psychological safety and high performance Create a
culture where it’s “safe” to express ideas, ask
questions, and admit mistakes Nurture the level of
engagement and candor required in today’s
knowledge economy Follow a step-by-step framework
for establishing psychological safety in your team or
organization Shed the “yes-men” approach and step
into real performance. Fertilize creativity, clarify
goals, achieve accountability, redefine leadership,
and much more. The Fearless Organization helps you
bring about this most critical transformation.

Enhancing Organizational Performance
Practical advice for redesigning “big, old” companies
for digital success, with examples from Amazon, BNY
Mellon, LEGO, Philips, USAA, and many other global
organizations. Most established companies have
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deployed such
digital
technologies as the cloud,
mobile apps, the internet of things, and artificial
intelligence. But few established companies are
designed for digital. This book offers an essential
guide for retooling organizations for digital success. In
the digital economy, rapid pace of change in
technology capabilities and customer desires means
that business strategy must be fluid. As a result, the
authors explain, business design has become a
critical management responsibility. Effective business
design enables a company to quickly pivot in
response to new competitive threats and
opportunities. Most leaders today, however, rely on
organizational structure to implement strategy,
unaware that structure inhibits, rather than enables,
agility. In companies that are designed for digital,
people, processes, data, and technology are
synchronized to identify and deliver innovative
customer solutions—and redefine strategy. Digital
design, not strategy, is what separates winners from
losers in the digital economy. Designed for Digital
offers practical advice on digital transformation, with
examples that include Amazon, BNY Mellon, DBS
Bank, LEGO, Philips, Schneider Electric, USAA, and
many other global organizations. Drawing on five
years of research and in-depth case studies, the book
is an essential guide for companies that want to
disrupt rather than be disrupted in the new digital
landscape. Five Building Blocks of Digital Business
Success Shared Customer Insights Operational
Backbone Digital Platform Accountability Framework
External Developer Platform
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The Future of Work
Thousands of established businesses fail every year
because of the way they are organised, or reorganised. Business survival can depend not only on
whether its structures and reporting lines meet the
needs of the market, but also whether they can adapt
in the face of a rapidly changing business
environment. Yet managers seldom talk coherently
about structuring or restructuring their operations, let
alone take a systematic approach to this vital issue.
Too often, companies are restructured for the wrong
reasons - for example, because a new CEO wants to
make an impact, or to work around a new IT system.
This revised and updated Economist Guide shows how
leaders should think about and implement the design
of a company, using five easy-to-use guiding
principles: - Design a company around its strategy
and the operating context, not for ulterior or nonbusiness reasons; - Think holistically - don't
restructure just one division without taking into
account other operations;- Consider future markets,
customers and trends, not just what works best now;Invest time and resources: - a redesign can be
complicated to implement and must be done without
disrupting daily activities; and - Go back to the basics
of how the company operates and its market position;
this is not a repair job to fix a short-term problem.

Organization Design
"This book provides a rigorous approach to the
complex issue of organizational design. Drawing on a
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wide range ofThe
company
examples and a wealth of
personal experience, the authors have produced an
annovative new framework for assessing design
options."--Jacket.

Organization Design
A well-designed organization is an effective
organization. Decisions about organization design
determine the shape and form of the organization –
not only the reporting structure and authority
relations, but also the number and size of sub-units
and the interfaces between the sub-units. Indirectly,
such decisions affect individual productivity as well as
the organization’s ability to attain strategic goals.
Organization Design equips the reader with advanced
tools and frameworks, based on both research and
practical experience, for understanding and redesigning organizations. Particular emphasis is placed
on how one can improve effectiveness by simplifying
complex roles, processes, and structures. Readers will
find thorough conceptual explanations combined with
examples from different industries. This updated
second edition includes a new chapter about
traditional organizational forms, and is complemented
by a companion website. This textbook will be
essential reading for students, scholars, and
practitioners.

Reinventing Organizations
Laying the Foundations is a comprehensive guide to
creating, documenting, and maintaining design
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to design websites and products
systematically. It's an ideal book for web designers
and product designers (of all levels) and especially
design teams. This is real talk about creating design
systems and digital brand guidelines. No jargon, no
glossing over the hard realities, and no company hat.
Just good advice, experience, and practical tips.
System design is not a scary thing — this book aims
to dispel that myth. It covers what design systems
are, why they are important, and how to get
stakeholder buy-in to create one. It introduces you to
a simple model, and two very different approaches to
creating a design system. What's unique about this
book is its focus on the importance of brand in design
systems, web design, product design, and when
creating documentation. It's a comprehensive guide
that’s simple to follow and easy on the eye.

Designing Your Organization
This Third Edition of the groundbreaking book
Designing Organizations offers a guide to the process
of creating and managing an organization (no matter
how complex) that will be positioned to respond
effectively and rapidly to customer demands and
have the ability to achieve unique competitive
advantage. This latest edition includes fresh
illustrative examples and references, while the
foundation of the book remains the author’s popular
and widely used Star Model. Includes a
comprehensive explanation of the basics of
organization design Outlines a strategic approach to
design that is based on the Star Model, a holistic
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framework for
combining
strategy, structure,
processes, rewards, and people Describes the
different types of single-business, functional
organizations and focuses on the functional structure
and the cross-functional lateral processes that
characterize most single-business organizations.
Features a special section on the effects of big data
on organization design, and whether or not it will
result in a new dimension of organizational structure
Highlighting the social technologies used to
coordinate work flows, products, and services across
the company, this new edition of Designing
Organizations brings theory to life with a wealth of
examples from such well-known companies as Disney,
Nike, IBM, and Rovio (Angry Birds) to show how
various kinds of organization designs operate
differently.

The Fifth Discipline Fieldbook
A practical guide for executives and managers who
need to make restructuring decisons. This book shows
business leaders how to examine their choices, and
examples and worksheets pilot readers through the
essential steps of organisational design.

HBR's 10 Must Reads on Building a Great
Culture (with bonus article "How to Build
a Culture of Originality" by Adam Grant)
The way we manage organizations seems increasingly
out of date. Deep inside, we sense that more is
possible. We long for soulful workplaces, for
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authenticity, The
community,
passion, and purpose. In this
groundbreaking book, the author shows that every
time, in the past, when humanity has shifted to a new
stage of consciousness, it has achieved extraordinary
breakthroughs in collaboration. A new shift in
consciousness is currently underway. Could it help us
invent a more soulful and purposeful way to run our
businesses and nonprofits, schools and hospitals ? A
few pioneers have already cracked the code and they
show us, in practical detail, how it can be done.
Leaders, founders, coaches, and consultants will find
this work a joyful handbook, full of insights, examples,
and inspiring stories.

Organization Design, Levels of Work and
Human Capability
Business failure is not limited to start ups. Industry
Watch (published by BDO Stoy Hayward, an
accounting firm) 'predicts that 17,043 businesses will
fail (in the UK) in 2006, a further 4 per cent increase
from 2005'. In America between 1990 and 2000, there
were over 6.3 million business start-ups and over 5.7
million business shut-downs. Risk of failure can be
greatly reduced through effective organisational
design that encourages high performance and
adaptability to changing circumstances. Organisation
design is a straightforward business process but
curiously managers rarely talk about it and even more
rarely take steps to consciously design or redesign
their business for success. This new Economist guide
explores the five principles of effective organisation
design, which are that it must be: driven by the
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business strategy
and the operating context (not by a
new IT system, a new leader wanting to make an
impact, or some other non-business reason). involve
holistic thinking about the organisation be for the
future rather than for now not to be undertaken
lightly - it is resource intensive even when going well
be seen as a fundamental process not a repair job.
(Racing cars are designed and built. They are then
kept in good repair.)

The Insider's Guide to Culture Change
With the rate of change in organizations at an all-time
high, the need for strong organization design has
never been more pressing. Organization Design
provides a complete road map for the implementation
of organization design, covering all areas including
downsizing, outsourcing and re-structuring. Full of
hints and tips, as well as a practical toolkit to take
organization designers from start to finish,
Organization Design outlines the basic theory,
provides a step-by-step approach to implementing
organization design, and provides solutions to the
recurring challenges to be met along the way. OD is
about delivering results. By following this tried and
tested approach, readers will gain the confidence and
skills to put great organization design into practice to
ensure business success.

Designing Dynamic Organizations
Senge's best-selling The Fifth Discipline led Business
Week to dub him the "new guru" of the corporate
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world; here he
offers
executives a step-by-step guide
to building "learning organizations" of their own.

Laying the Foundations
Total quality management (TQM), reengineering, the
workplace of the twenty-first century--the 1990s have
brought a sense of urgency to organizations to
change or face stagnation and decline, according to
Enhancing Organizational Performance. Organizations
are adopting popular management techniques, some
scientific, some faddish, often without introducing
them properly or adequately measuring the outcome.
Enhancing Organizational Performance reviews the
most popular current approaches to organizational
change--total quality management, reengineering,
and downsizing--in terms of how they affect
organizations and people, how performance
improvements can be measured, and what questions
remain to be answered by researchers. The
committee explores how theory, doctrine, accepted
wisdom, and personal experience have all served as
sources for organization design. Alternative
organization structures such as teams, specialist
networks, associations, and virtual organizations are
examined. Enhancing Organizational Performance
looks at the influence of the organization's norms,
values, and beliefs--its culture--on people and their
performance, identifying cultural "levers" available to
organization leaders. And what is leadership? The
committee sorts through a wealth of research to
identify behaviors and skills related to leadership
effectiveness. The volume examines techniques for
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developing these
skills and suggests new
competencies that will become required with
globalization and other trends. Mergers, networks,
alliances, coalitions--organizations are increasingly
turning to new intra- and inter-organizational
structures. Enhancing Organizational Performance
discusses how organizations cooperate to maximize
outcomes. The committee explores the changing
missions of the U.S. Army as a case study that has
relevance to any organization. Noting that a musical
greeting card contains more computing power than
existed in the entire world before 1950, the
committee addresses the impact of new technologies
on performance. With examples, insights, and
practical criteria, Enhancing Organizational
Performance clarifies the nature of organizations and
the prospects for performance improvement. This
book will be important to corporate leaders,
executives, and managers; faculty and students in
organizational performance and the social sciences;
business journalists; researchers; and interested
individuals.

Mastering the Cube
Bridging Organization Design and
Performance
The book will share six practical actions that
differentiate companies that gain sustainable results
from their global operating model from those that
don't. Leaders of global companies will learn how to
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gain all the benefits
of the organizational architecture
that they have chosen to execute their strategies,
managers will be able to understand and navigate the
challenges of working in complex, matrixed
organizations through insights that increase personal
and organizational success, HR and OD professionals
will have access to frameworks, best practices, and
tools to build effective organizations and enhance the
selection and development of leaders that can lead.

Creating Emotionally Intelligent
Workspaces
This is a story of reinvention. Jim Whitehurst,
celebrated president and CEO of one of the world's
most revolutionary software companies, tells firsthand his journey from traditional manager (Delta Air
Lines, Boston Consulting Group) and “chief” problem
solver to CEO of one of the most open organizational
environments he'd ever encountered. This challenging
transition, and what Whitehurst learned in the
interim, has paved the way for a new way of
managing—one this modern leader sees as the only
way companies will successfully function in the future.
Whitehurst says beyond embracing the technology
that has so far disrupted entire industries, companies
must now adapt their management and
organizational design to better fit the Information
Age. His mantra? “Adapt or die.” Indeed, the
successful company Whitehurst leads—the open
source giant Red Hat—has become the organizational
poster child for how to reboot, redesign, and reinvent
an organization for a decentralized, digital age. Based
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on open source
of transparency,
participation, and collaboration, “open management”
challenges conventional business ideas about what
companies are, how they run, and how they make
money. This book provides the blueprint for putting it
into practice in your own firm. He covers challenges
that have been missing from the conversation to date,
among them: how to scale engagement; how to have
healthy debates that net progress; and how to attract
and keep the “Social Generation” of workers. Through
a mix of vibrant stories, candid lessons, and tested
processes, Whitehurst shows how Red Hat has blown
the traditional operating model to pieces by emerging
out of a pure bottom up culture and learning how to
execute it at scale. And he explains what other
companies are, and need to be doing to bring this
open style into all facets of the organization. By
showing how to apply open source methods to
everything from structure, management, and strategy
to a firm's customer and partner relationships, leaders
and teams will now have the tools needed to reach a
new level of work. And with that new level of work
comes unparalleled success. The Open Organization is
your new resource for doing business differently. Get
ready to make traditional management thinking
obsolete.

Designing Organizations
Revised edition of the author's Organization design,
2014.

The Fearless Organization
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In Team Topologies DevOps consultants Matthew
Skelton and Manuel Pais share secrets of successful
team patterns and interactions to help readers choose
and evolve the right team patterns for their
organization, making sure to keep the software
healthy and optimize value streams. Team Topologies
will help readers discover: • Team patterns used by
successful organizations. • Common team patterns to
avoid with modern software systems. • When and
why to use different team patterns • How to evolve
teams effectively. • How to split software and align to
teams.

Organization Design
As the purse strings tighten company costs need to
be cut without this affecting performance or sales. A
common solution to this problem is to restructure the
organization of the company i.e. adjust the lines and
boxes on the organization chart with the aim of
setting it up for high performance. This inevitably fails
because an organization is a system; change one
aspect and other facets will also change. Organization
Design: Engaging with change looks at how to (re)
design the organizational system in order to increase
productivity, performance and value; providing the
knowledge and methodology to design an agile
organization capable of handling the kind of
continuous organizational change that all businesses
face. The book clarifies why and how organizations
need to be in a state of readiness to design or
redesign and emphasizes that people as well as
business processes must be part of design
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considerations.
Responding
to developments across
the world since the first edition, this book covers,
among other topics: Technology changes that have
impacted upon organizations Increased demands for
‘sustainability’ and corporate social responsibility The
pressure on organizations to be smarter, more
efficient and more effective Whilst the material on
this subject targets a wide management audience,
this book is specifically written for consultants, OD/HR
practitioners and line managers working together to
achieve the goal of organizational redesign for
changing circumstances. Aided by a range of
pedagogical features, this book is a must-read for
students or practitioners involved in the field of
organizational design, development and change.

Designing Effective Organizations
"Mastering the Cube" skillfully lays out proven
organization design principles. Comparing today's
complex organizations to a Rubik's Cube, the authors
explain how focusing improvement efforts on just one
or two facets of the organization is akin to
concentrating on just one side of the cube. Doing so is
bound to affect-and more likely jumble-the other
areas needed to generate a healthy and sustainable
organization. They advocate stepping back and taking
a systems-wide, comprehensive view of change and
bringing all elements into alignment with strategy.
They describe eight common beliefs and missteps
that cause leaders to stumble, and they offer eight
building blocks to effectively orchestrate complex
organizational change. Written for both business
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leaders and their
partners in human
resources, organization effectiveness, organization
design, strategy, information technology, and process
or continuous improvement (e.g., Lean Six Sigma),
the book offers practical wisdom to help readers
develop a shared perspective on organization design
and achieve positive business results. It also outlines
key principles and concepts for leading effective
organization alignment-and moving your organization
into a productive, rewarding future. Whether the
transformation before you involves restructuring,
consolidations, or mergers and acquisitions, this
resource provides the guidance you'll need to become
skilled in the important, real work of strategic
organizational alignment. "This is a great step-by-step
how-to manual on defining and changing the design
of your company. If you're facing such challenges and
have only time to read one thing, read this. It is
omniscient, efficient and sufficient." --Clayton
Christensen, Professor, Harvard Business School "A
must read for C-Suite execs interested in cutting the
fat and preserving the muscle. Mastering the Cube:
Overcoming Stumbling Blocks and Building an
Organization that Works is a blueprint for smart,
engaging cost reduction and efficiency no matter the
circumstances." --Joe Nothwang, President, Rentals
and Leasing, the Americas and Asia, Hertz
Corporation "The 8 stumbling blocks are an excellent
reminder of the all-too-often misguided approach and
beliefs at play within businesses tackling organization
transformation and change. Mastering the Cube offers
thoughtful and practical wisdom and techniques for
any leader who seeks to ensure that the organization
design efforts they undertake are aligned with
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strategy and The
result
in sustainable business impact."
--Angela S. Lalor, Senior Vice President, Human
Resources, Danaher "This book doesn't sugar coat the
tough choices with which organization leaders are
confronted For those who have the courage to move
forward, " Mastering the Cube "is a practical and
valuable guide to aligning organization "choices" to
strategy. I found the guidance equally applicable to all
types of organizations: for-profit, government, and
non-profit." --Ann R. Henry, Vice President, Global
Operations, Cisco Capital Mastering the Cube "is a
guide organization architects can use to maneuver
through the critical steps to produce an organization
that works. Nicely done." --Larry Costello, Executive
Vice President and Chief Human Resource Officer,
Tyco International AlignOrg Solutions is an
international consultancy serving enterprises of all
sizes and types to clarify strategy, align
organizational choices, build organization capabilities,
manage and implement change, and develop
alignment leadership. The firm offers a highengagement approach, exceptional alignment tools,
and hard-won expertise in leading organization
transformation projects. They are respected
worldwide for helping leaders and their change
partners align the choices in their organizations with a
differentiated strategy for future success.

Organizational Design
Praise for Leading Organization Design "Sheds light
on the challenges of organization design in a complex
enterprise and more importantly provides an
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practical
roadmap for business
decisions." —Randy MacDonald, SVP, human
resources, IBM "Designing organizations for
performance can be a daunting task. Kesler and Kates
have done an admirable job distilling the inherent
complexity of the design process into manageable
parts that can yield tangible results. Leading
Organization Design provides an essential hands-on
roadmap for any business leader who wants to master
this topic." —Robert Simons, Charles M. Williams
Professor of Business Administration, Harvard
Business School "Kesler and Kates have encapsulated
their wealth of knowledge and practical experience
into an updated model on organizational design that
will become a new primer on the subject." —Neville
Isdell, retired chairman and CEO, The Coca-Cola
Company "In today's world of global business,
organizational design is a critical piece of long-term
success. Kesler and Kates have captured multiple
approaches to optimize global opportunities, while
highlighting some of the keys to managing through
organizational transition. A great read for today's
global business leaders." —Charles Denson, president,
Nike Brand "Leading Organization Design has some
unique features that make it valuable. It is one of the
few and certainly only recent books to take us
through an explicit process to design modern
organizations. This is accomplished with the fivemilestone process. The process is not a simple
cookbook. Indeed, the authors have achieved a
balance between process and content. In so doing,
Kesler and Kates show us what to do as well as how to
do it." —Jay Galbraith, from the Foreword
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The Modern Firm
You can change your company's culture.
Organizational culture often feels like something that
has a life of its own. But leaders are the stewards of a
company's culture and have the power to shape and
even change it. If you read nothing else on building a
better organizational culture, read these 10 articles.
We've combed through hundreds of Harvard Business
Review articles and selected the most important ones
to help you identify where your culture can be
improved, communicate change, and anticipate and
address implementation challenges. This book will
inspire you to: See what your company culture is
currently like--and what it could be Explore your
company's emotional culture Gather input on what
needs to be fixed or initiated Improve collaboration
Foster a culture of trust Articulate the new culture's
mission, values, and expectations Deal with
resistance and roadblocks This collection of articles
includes "The Leader's Guide to Corporate Culture,"
by Boris Groysberg, Jeremiah Lee, Jesse Price, and J.
Yo-Jud Cheng; "Manage Your Emotional Culture," by
Sigal Barsade and Olivia A. O'Neill; "The Neuroscience
of Trust," by Paul J. Zak; "Creating a Purpose-Driven
Organization," by Robert E. Quinn and Anjan V.
Thakor; "Creating the Best Workplace on Earth," by
Rob Goffee and Gareth Jones; "Cultural Change That
Sticks," by Jon R. Katzenbach, Ilona Steffen, and
Caroline Kronley; "How to Build a Culture of
Originality," by Adam Grant; "When Culture Doesn't
Translate," by Erin Meyer; "Culture Is Not the Culprit,"
by Jay W. Lorsch and Emily Gandhi; "Conquering a
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Culture of Indecision,"
by Ram Charan; and "Radical
Change, the Quiet Way," by Debra E. Meyerson.

The Economist Guide to Organisation
Design
Organizational Health is an organization's ability to
function effectively, to cope adequately, to change
appropriately, and to grow from within. A healthy
organization is just that in all its aspects: people,
process, structures, systems, behaviours and
governance. It is one where appropriate adaptive,
maintenance and development activities are integral
to maintaining performance and alignment in the
operating environment. Organizational Health takes
an informed look at the critical and interdependent
elements of an organization that must be maintained
in a healthy state for managers to meet their business
goals. Using a practical, structured approach it
covers: understanding and assessing organizational
health; the impact of structures on organizational
health such as hierarchies, alliances and joint
ventures; control methods such as corporate
governance, ethics and compliance; maintenance and
development including OD, change management,
learning and workplace environment; sustainability
including carbon footprint and business ecosystems;
indicators of health and dysfunction. Additional
material and a weekly blog is available by visiting the
author's website: www.naomistandford.com

Team Topologies
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Design has become
the key link between users and
today’s complex and rapidly evolving digital
experiences, and designers are starting to be included
in strategic conversations about the products and
services that enterprises ultimately deliver. This has
led to companies building in-house digital/experience
design teams at unprecedented rates, but many of
them don’t understand how to get the most out of
their investment. This practical guide provides
guidelines for creating and leading design teams
within your organization, and explores ways to use
design as part of broader strategic planning. You’ll
discover: Why design’s role has evolved in the digital
age How to infuse design into every product and
service experience The 12 qualities of effective design
organizations How to structure your design team
through a Centralized Partnership Design team roles
and evolution The process of recruiting and hiring
designers How to manage your design team and
promote professional growth

Designed for Digital
Emotions in the workplace have until recently been
seen simply as a distraction. We often think of work
as rational, logical and non-emotional. But
organisations are waking up to the key role of
emotions and affect at work. Emotions influence how
we make decisions, how we relate with one another
and how we make sense of our surroundings. Whilst
organisations are slowly embracing the pivotal role of
emotions, designers and managers of workplaces
have been struggling to keep up. New insights from
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as neuropsychology are
presenting a radically different interpretation of
emotions. Yet workplace designers and facilities
managers still rely on measuring non-specific states
such as satisfaction and stress. In this book we
attempt to capture modern-day interpretations of
emotion, looking at emotion in terms of transactions
and processes rather than simple cause and effect.
We entertain the idea of an ‘emotionally intelligent
building’ as an alternative to the much-hyped
intelligent building. The assertion is that we should
create environments that are emotionally intelligent.
Rather than focusing on the aptitudes or
shortcomings of individuals at work, we should place
closer attention on the office environment. It’s not
that we are emotionally disabled – it’s the
environment that disables us! The ability of you and
me to interpret, control and express emotions may
not simply be a result of our own make-up. A radically
different outlook considers how our workspace and
workplace debilitates or enables our emotional
understanding. In the modern workplace there are
many innovations that can undermine our emotional
intelligence, such poorly implemented hot-desking or
lean environments. Contrariwise there are key
innovations such as Activity Based Working (ABW)
that have the potential to enhance our emotional
state. Through a series of unique case studies from
around the world, we investigate key concepts that
can be used by designers and facilities managers
alike. No longer should designers be asked to
incorporate emotional elements as intangible uncosted ‘add-ons’. This book provides a shot in the arm
for workplace design professionals, pointing to a new
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way of thinking
on the emotional intelligence of
the workplace.

Designing the Customer-Centric
Organization
Business failure is not limited to start ups. Industry
Watch (published by BDO Stoy Hayward, an
accounting firm) 'predicts that 17,043 businesses will
fail (in the UK) in 2006, a further 4 per cent increase
from 2005'. In America between 1990 and 2000, there
were over 6.3 million business start-ups and over 5.7
million business shut-downs. Risk of failure can be
greatly reduced through effective organisational
design that encourages high performance and
adaptability to changing circumstances. Organisation
design is a straightforward business process but
curiously managers rarely talk about it and even more
rarely take steps to consciously design or redesign
their business for success. This new Economist guide
explores the five principles of effective organisation
design, which are that it must be: driven by the
business strategy and the operating context (not by a
new IT system, a new leader wanting to make an
impact, or some other non-business reason). involve
holistic thinking about the organisation be for the
future rather than for now not to be undertaken
lightly - it is resource intensive even when going well
be seen as a fundamental process not a repair job.
(Racing cars are designed and built. They are then
kept in good repair.)

Leading Organization Design
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Data is changing the nature of competition. Making
sense of it is tough. Taking advantage of it is tougher.
There is a business opportunity for organizations to
use data and analytics to transform business
performance. Organizations are by their nature
complex. They are a constantly evolving system
made up of objectives, processes designed to meet
those objectives, people with skills and behaviours to
do the work required, and all of this organised in a
governance structure. It is dynamic, fluid and
constantly moving over time. Using data and analytics
you can connect all the elements of the system to
design an environment for people to perform; an
organization which has the right people, in the right
place, doing the right things, at the right time. Only
when everyone performs to their potential, do
organizations have a hope of getting and sustaining a
competitive edge. Data-driven Organization Design
provides a practical framework for HR and
Organization design practitioners to build a baseline
of data, set objectives, carry out fixed and dynamic
process design, map competencies, and right-size the
organization. It shows how to collect the right data,
present it meaningfully and ask the right questions of
it. Whether looking to implement a long term
transformation, large redesign, or a one-off small
scale project, this book will show you how to make the
most of your organizational data and analytics to
drive business performance.

Organization Development
Designing Your Organization is a hands-on guide that
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provides managers
with a set of practical tools to use
when making organization design decisions. Based on
Jay Galbraith’s widely used Star Model, the book
covers the fundamentals of organization design and
offers frameworks and tools to help leaders execute
their strategy. The authors address the five specific
design challenges that confront most of today’s
organizations: · Designing around the customer ·
Organizing across borders · Making a matrix work ·
Solving the centralization—and decentralization
dilemma · Organizing for innovation

Cultivating Communities of Practice
Today's marketplace is fueled by knowledge. Yet
organizing systematically to leverage knowledge
remains a challenge. Leading companies have
discovered that technology is not enough, and that
cultivating communities of practice is the keystone of
an effective knowledge strategy. Communities of
practice come together around common interests and
expertise- whether they consist of first-line managers
or customer service representatives, neurosurgeons
or software programmers, city managers or homeimprovement amateurs. They create, share, and
apply knowledge within and across the boundaries of
teams, business units, and even entire companiesproviding a concrete path toward creating a true
knowledge organization. In Cultivating Communities
of Practice, Etienne Wenger, Richard McDermott, and
William M. Snyder argue that while communities form
naturally, organizations need to become more
proactive and systematic about developing and
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integrating them
their strategy. This book
provides practical models and methods for stewarding
these communities to reach their full potentialwithout squelching the inner drive that makes them
so valuable. Through in-depth cases from firms such
as DaimlerChrysler, McKinsey & Company, Shell, and
the World Bank, the authors demonstrate how
communities of practice can be leveraged to drive
overall company strategy, generate new business
opportunities, tie personal development to corporate
goals, transfer best practices, and recruit and retain
top talent. They define the unique features of these
communities and outline principles for nurturing their
essential elements. They provide guidelines to
support communities of practice through their major
stages of development, address the potential
downsides of communities, and discuss the specific
challenges of distributed communities. And they show
how to recognize the value created by communities of
practice and how to build a corporate knowledge
strategy around them. Essential reading for any
leader in today's knowledge economy, this is the
definitive guide to developing communities of practice
for the benefit-and long-term success-of organizations
and the individuals who work in them. Etienne
Wenger is a renowned expert and consultant on
knowledge management and communities of practice
in San Juan, California. Richard McDermott is a
leading expert of organization and community
development in Boulder, Colorado. William M. Snyder
is a founding partner of Social Capital Group, in
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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The secret to the success or failure of any business
boils down to its culture. From disengaged employees
to underserved customers, business failures
invariably stem from a culture problem. In The
Insider’s Guide to Culture Change, acclaimed culture
transformation expert and global executive Siobhan
McHale shares her proven four-step process to
demystifying culture transformation and starting
down the path to positive change. Many leaders and
managers struggle to get a handle on exactly what
culture is and how pervasive its impact is throughout
an organization. Some try to change the culture by
publishing a statement of core values but soon find
that, aside from some short-term lip service, no
meaningful change happens. Others try to unify the
culture around a set of shared goals that satisfy
shareholders but find their efforts backfire as stressed
employees throw their hands up because “leadership
just doesn’t get it.” Others implement expensive new
IT systems to try to bring about change, only to find
that employees find “workarounds” and soon go back
to their old ways. Culture transformation expert
Siobhan McHale defines culture simply: “It’s how
things work around here.” The Insider’s Guide to
Culture Change walks readers through McHale’s fourstep process to culture transformation, including how
to Understand what “corporate culture” really is and
how it impacts every aspect of the way your
organization operates Analyze where your culture is
broken or not adding maximum value Unlock the
power of reframing roles within your company, to
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empower andThe
engage
your employees Utilize proven
methods and tools to break through deeply
embedded patterns and change your company mindset Keep the momentum going by consolidating gains
and maintaining your foot on the change accelerator
With The Insider’s Guide to Culture Change, watch
your employees go from followers to change leaders
who drive an agile culture that constantly
outperforms.

Data-driven Organization Design
To thrive in today’s rapidly changing, global, dynamic
business environment characterized by constant
change and disruption, organizations must be able to
adapt and innovate to maintain their competitive
edge. Organization Design: Creating Strategic & Agile
Organizations prepares students to make smart
strategic decisions when designing and redesigning
organizations. Structured around Galbraith’s Star
Model™, the text explores five facets of organization
design: strategy, structure, processes, people, and
rewards. Author Donald L. Anderson distills
contemporary and classic research into practical
applications and best practices. Cases, exercises, and
a simulation activity provide multiple opportunities for
students to practice making design decisions.
Includes an innovative organization design simulation
activity that puts students in the role of a design
practitioner!

Organisation Design
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is concerned with using
planned and systematic approaches to help develop
more effective organizations. This is done by taking
an objective look at how an organization is operating,
gathering information and then deciding on the most
appropriate action to help that organization change
and develop. Written by two of the leading experts in
the field, Organization Development defines OD and
describes how it can be used effectively in today's
economy to create organizations which maximise
organizational capability. The authors provide
practical advice on using diagnostics techniques to
identify an organization's needs and explain how to
use them across a range of areas including change,
culture and organization design. Bridging the gap
between theory and practice, Organization
Development provides a wealth of helpful advice for
OD practitioners, HR professionals and those with an
interest in helping develop their organization.

Organization Design
The Economist's Best Business Book of the Year, The
Modern Firm is written by one of the world's leading
economists and experts on business strategy and
organization, and provides new insights into the
changes going on in business today.

The Economist Guide to Organisation
Design 2nd Edition
Throughout the history of business employees had to
adapt to managers and managers had to adapt to
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organizations.
In the
future this is reversed with
managers and organizations adapting to employees.
This means that in order to succeed and thrive
organizations must rethink and challenge everything
they know about work. The demographics of
employees are changing and so are employee
expectations, values, attitudes, and styles of working.
Conventional management models must be replaced
with leadership approaches adapted to the future
employee. Organizations must also rethink their
traditional structure, how they empower employees,
and what they need to do to remain competitive in a
rapidly changing world. This is a book about how
employees of the future will work, how managers will
lead, and what organizations of the future will look
like. The Future of Work will help you: Stay ahead of
the competition Create better leaders Tap into the
freelancer economy Attract and retain top talent
Rethink management Structure effective teams
Embrace flexible work environments Adapt to the
changing workforce Build the organization of the
future And more The book features uncommon
examples and easy to understand concepts which will
challenge and inspire you to work differently.

Organization Design
Organization Design looks at how you need to change
the ways your organization does things in order to
increase productivity, performance, and profit.
Providing the knowledge and method to handle the
kind of recurring organisational change that all
businesses face, those which do not involve
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the entire
enterprise but which
necessitate significant change at the business unit,
divisional, functional, facility or local levels. The
problem lies in knowing what needs to change and
how to change it. Taking the organisation as a
designed system, it describes four major elements of
organizations: the work - the basic tasks to be done
by the organisation and its parts, the people characteristics of individuals in the organization,
formal organization - structures eg the organisation
hierarchy, processes, and methods that are formally
created to get individuals to perform tasks, informal
organization - emerging arrangements including
variations to the norm, processes, and relationships,
commonly described as the culture or 'the way we do
things round here'. The way these four elements
relate, combine and interact affects productivity,
performance and profit. Most books on this subject
target a wide management audience rather than HR,
this is specifically written for HR practitioners and line
managers working together to achieve the goal. It
clarifies why and how organisations need to be in a
state of readiness to design or redesign and
emphasises that people as well as business processes
must be part of design considerations.

Organizational Health
Business failure is not limited to start ups. In America
alone between 1990 and 2000, there were over 6.3
million business start-ups and over 5.7 million
business shut-downs. Risk of failure can be greatly
reduced through effective organisational design that
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changing circumstances. Organisation design is a
straightforward business process but curiously
managers rarely talk about it and even more rarely
take steps to consciously design or redesign their
business for success. This new Economist guide
explores the five principles of effective organisation
design, which are that it must be: driven by the
business strategy and the operating context (not by a
new IT system, a new leader wanting to make an
impact, or some other non-business reason). involve
holistic thinking about the organisation be for the
future rather than for now not to be undertaken
lightly—it is resource intensive even when going well
be seen as a fundamental process not a repair job.
(Racing cars are designed and built. They are then
kept in good repair.)

Guide to Organisation Design
In today's volatile business environment, it is more
important than ever that managers, whether of a
global multinational or a small team, should
understand the fundamentals of organizational
design. Written specifically for executives and
executive MBA students, the edition of this successful
book provides a step-by-step 'how to' guide for
designing an organization. It features comprehensive
coverage of the key aspects of organizational design,
including goals, strategy, process, people,
coordination, control and incentives. These aspects
are explained through the use of a unique series of 2
x 2 graphs that provide an integrated, spatial way to
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edition features a number of important
improvements, including a new framework for
understanding leadership and organizational climate,
the introduction of the concept of manoeuvrability
and a completely new chapter examining joint
ventures, mergers, partnerships and strategic
alliances.

The Open Organization
Designing the Customer-Centric Organization offers
todayâ??s business leaders a comprehensive
customer-centric organizational model that clearly
shows how to put in place an infrastructure that is
organized around the demands of the customer.
Written by Jay Galbraith (the foremost expert in the
field of organizational design), this important book
includes a tool that will help determine how customercentric an organization is- light-level, medium-level,
complete-level, or high-level- and it shows how to
ascertain the appropriate level for a particular
institution. Once the groundwork has been
established, the author offers guidance for the
process of implementing a customer-centric system
throughout an organization. Designing the CustomerCentric Organization includes vital information about
structure, management processes, reward and
management systems, and people practices.
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